
Climate change in the Mediterranean: Detection anf future trends 

Mediterranean area is one of the most endangered regions of the world considering climate 

change. It is a populated region with a climate that goes from mild conditions in the north to 

semi-arid conditions in the south. Past IPCC reports have emphasized changes in this area. 

Temperatures will continue to increase but the most alarming result is the tendency to drier 

conditions in the future in a region that is nowadays prone to water shortages. Therefore the 

perspective of a warmer and drier Mediterranean area is a particular hot spot in the studies of 

climate change. Using the data of 10 different stations around the Mediterranean basin (figure 

1, #KsDbItIirDoDrBrJbFrDr) we can obtain a temperature composite that shows a positive 

trend since 1950, more marked if we consider the period 1970-2013. The trend for the period 

1950-2000 is 0.15ºC/decade while his trend increases to 0.37ºC/decade for the period 1970-

2013. Data stations were chosen to represent the whole area and also to be long enough to 

have trends that could be statistically significant. 

 

Figure 1: Temperture profile for 10 meteorological stations around Mediterranean área. 

 

In general all models reproduce this trend in the temperature for this area. As expected some 

models (GISS, MRI) gives less temperature increase than the real one, but there are other 

models that overestimate the increase. Therefore the multi-model mean can be considered as 

a good approximation to the real situation. 

For the future models tend to increase this trend in the most pessimistic scenario RCP 8.5, and 

will be almost the same in the first half of the centur stabilizing in the second half, if we 

consider the low emission scenario RCP 2.6. Therefore, as in other areas of the world 

mitigation strategies must be combined with adaptation ones. Regarding precipitation, models 

show different solutions. This is an expected result because, as is recognized in IPCC reports, 

there are great uncertainties in cloud formation in climate models, and therefore precipitation 

forecast is not as accurate as temperature forecast. In any case, models give no significant 

trend or a negative one. In figure 2, we can see one of these models that have a negative 

precipitation trend for the future. 



 

Figure 2: Annual precipitation anomaly for the period (2000-2099) obtained with MIROC-ESM model 

 

Conclusions 

Using real data of meteorological stations all over the Mediterranean basin we can see that 

average temperatures are increasing and that this trend has been very significant since the 

70´s decade. Models for the future increase this upward trend in the pessimistic scenario, 

while if we adopt mitigation measures and are able to adapt to a low carbon economy will 

maintain the positive trend in the first half with an stabilization at the end of the XXIth 

Century. For rainfall, models do not show a clear tendency, but the multi-model mean warn us 

about the possibility of a drier climate, which combined to greater temperatures could 

transform Mediterranean into an arid climate. 


